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Abstract: Urban trees play an important role in the built environment, reducing the rainfall
reaching the ground by rainfall interception. The amount of intercepted rainfall depends
on the meteorological and vegetation characteristics. By applying the multiple correspondence
analysis (MCA), we analysed the influence of rainfall amount, intensity and duration, the number
of raindrops, the mean volume diameter (MVD), wind speed and direction on rainfall interception.
The analysis was based on data from 176 events collected over more than three years of observations.
Measurements were taken under birch (Betula pendula Roth.) and pine (Pinus nigra Arnold) trees
located in an urban park in the city of Ljubljana, Slovenia. The results indicate that rainfall interception
is influenced the most by rainfall amount and the number of raindrops. In general, the ratio of rainfall
interception to gross rainfall decreases with longer and more intense rainfall events. The influence
of the raindrop number depends also on their size (MVD), which is evident especially for the pine
tree. For example, pine tree interception increases with smaller raindrops regardless of their number.
In addition, MCA gives a new insight into the influence of wind characteristics, which was not visible
using previous methods of data analysis (regression analysis, correlation matrices, regression trees,
boosted regression trees). According to the nearby buildings, a wind corridor is sometimes created,
decreasing rainfall interception by both tree species.
Keywords: rainfall interception; throughfall; multiple correspondence analysis (MCA); rainfall event
characteristics; urban trees

1. Introduction
For decades, trees have been recognised as an important element of the ecohydrological cycle due
to rainfall partitioning [1,2]. Rainfall (P), falling above the canopies, does not directly reach the ground,
as it is divided into three components, namely throughfall (TF), stemflow (SF), and interception
(I) [3]. Throughfall describes the amount of rainfall reaching the ground underneath the tree by
falling through the gaps in canopy or dripping from the leaves and branches [3,4]. Stemflow is part
of the rainfall initially intercepted by the canopy but later reaching the ground as a concentrated flux
flowing down the branches and stem [5]. The remaining rainfall never reaches the ground as it is
intercepted by the canopy and eventually evaporates back into the atmosphere. The latter component
of rainfall partitioning has been recently recognised to significantly help in managing stormwater
runoff in urban areas [6–9]. With urban development, the hydrological properties of an area are
considerably changed as vegetation is removed, infiltration is decreased due to the introduction of
impervious surfaces, the subsurface flow shifts to a surface one, storm water runoff increases, has a
faster response and a higher peak [8,10,11].
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Rainfall partitioning in urban areas has been recently addressed in various studies involving
field measurements or introducing different hydrological and interception models of an area.
For example, measurements of rainfall interception were performed in California under pear and cork
oak trees, which intercepted 15% and 27% of rainfall, respectively [12]. Asadian et al. [13]
conducted measurements under western red cedars and Douglas-firs in an urban area of Vancouver,
Canada, and reported 61% and 49% of rainfall interception, respectively. Furthermore, Livesley et al. [7]
performed measurements under Eucalyptus nicholii and Eucalyptus saligna trees in Melbourne,
Australia, and reported 44% and 29% of rainfall interception, respectively. Yang et al. [8] conducted
measurements under Sophora japonica, Ginkgo biloba, Zelkova serrata and Aesculus turbinate in Seoul,
South Korea, with a mean interception rate of 35.8%, 57.9%, 20.6%, and 30.6%, respectively.
Measurements performed in an urban area of Ljubljana, Slovenia, demonstrated 23% and 47%
of rainfall interception by birch and pine trees, respectively [14]. Furthermore, Armson et al. [15]
demonstrated a reduction of runoff by 62% due to rainfall interception of maple trees in Manchester, UK.
For the modelling of rainfall interception, the UFORE-Hydro model was used in Baltimore, Maryland,
showing that an increase of tree coverage above an impervious cover of up to 40% decreased the runoff
by 3.4% [16]. Similarly, modelling using the Stormwater Management Calculator showed that the runoff
from a parking lot in Ljubljana, Slovenia, could decrease up to 7.3% by covering 10% of the area
with trees [9]. The SCS-CN method was applied in southern Sweden resulting in a 1–5% runoff
reduction [17]. For the case of Vancouver, Canada, the interception of the trees in an urban area was
estimated with a new analytical model and corresponded well to the values measured by Armson et
al. [15,18]. For the case of Seoul, South Korea, the measured interception was compared to the results
of interception models by Gash and Rutter as well to the WetSpa model, which was eventually also
recommended for further estimation of tree influence [19].
The amount of intercepted rainfall is influenced by different variables, generally divided into
meteorological and vegetation ones [20]. Meteorological variables describe the characteristics
of a rainfall event such as the amount of rainfall, duration and intensity [12,21–23], wind
speed and direction [24,25], air temperature and humidity [9,26], raindrop size, velocity and the number
of raindrops [4,14,27]. Vegetation variables, on the other hand describe the properties of the trees,
for example, tree height, projected area of the canopy, diameter at the breast height, leaf area
index, canopy openness, branch inclination and phenoseasons [8,28–31]. Due to the co-dependence
of the variables, researchers use different approaches to analyse their influence. The most
commonly used methods are regression analysis [15,31–33], multiple regression analysis [21,25,34]
and the correlations matrix [9,35,36]. However, to be able to estimate the mutual influence of
more than one variable, more complex statistical and data mining techniques were introduced,
such as regression trees [14,24], generalized boosted regression trees [14,37–39], principal component
analysis [30] and multiple correspondence analysis [40].
However, analyses of the influence of different variables on rainfall partitioning by urban trees
are quite rare [8,9,14]. The values of the variables are expected to differ among natural and urban
stands [6,9,13]. In forests and plantations, trees grow on continuous surfaces, which can alter wind
speed and direction, air temperature and humidity. Additionally, when trees grow in groups they have
less space to develop the canopy, and the light source comes mainly from above, which means that
trees in stands, unlike single trees, struggle for the best growing conditions.
Multiple correspondence analysis (MCA) is an extension of the correspondence analysis
(CA), and has been rarely used in hydrology. It has been mainly applied to questionnaire
data [41–43] and data in medicine [44–46]. However, Van Stan et al. [40] applied multiple correspondence
analysis for throughfall data from southern live oak forest in Georgia, USA. It was used to identify
interacting storm conditions (median intensity, median absolute deviation (MAD) of intensity,
median wind-driven droplet inclination angle, and MAD of wind speed) corresponding to temporal
concentration in relative throughfall beyond the 73% which corresponds to the observed median
value. In order to evaluate the influence of rain event characteristics on rainfall interception by

2.1. Study Site
The experimental plot is situated in a small urban park in the city of Ljubljana, Slovenia (46.04°
N, 14.49° E; 292 m a.s.l.). On the edge of the park, there are parking lots on the north and east side
and two-story (14.5 m) buildings on the west and south side (Figure 1). The climate has well defined
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The bark is smooth with a storage capacity of 0.7 mm [48]. Four phenoseasons were determined
for birch trees (leafing, leafed, leaf-fall and leafless). The canopy coverage during the full-leafed
phenoseason is, on average, 78.3%, and the leaf area index is 2.6 (LAI-2200 plant canopy analyser,
Li-Cor Inc., Lincoln, NE, USA).
2.2. Measurements
The study plot is equipped with measurement devices to follow throughfall and stemflow under
both tree species, as well as rainfall amount and its characteristics (drop size, velocity and amount)
in the open. The data have been collected from the beginning of 2014. We have included three and a
half years of measurements (from January 2014 to July 2017) in the analysis.
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In order to encompass throughfall’s spatial variability, it was measured with
through and funnel-type gauges. Under each tree, a steel through gauge (0.75 m2 ) was placed
from the tree trunk towards the edge of the canopy. Two through gauges, one under a birch and one
under a pine tree, were connected to a tipping bucket flow gauge (Unidata 6506G; 50 mL/tip) with
an automatic data logger (Onset HOBO Event). From another two through gauges, throughfall was
collected in polyethylene containers (10 + 50 L), manually gathered after each event. At the same
time, the values of throughfall, collected with ten roving funnel-type gauges (78.5 cm2 ) under each
tree species, were sampled. Stemflow was measured using a halved rubber hose, spirally wrapped
around the stem. In case of the pine trees, it was routed to the 1.5 L container, emptied after each event,
whereas, in the case of a birch tree, it was connected to a tipping bucket (Onset RG2-M, 0.2 mm/tip)
with an automatic data logger (Onset HOBO Event).
The rainfall amount was measured on the clearing in the east part of the study plot. The tipping
bucket (0.2 mm/tip) rain gauge (Onset RG2-M) with an automatic data logger (Onset HOBO Event)
was positioned 1 m above the ground and approximately 10 m from the nearest tree. Rainfall events
were separated by dry periods of at least 4 h [9,14]. Rainfall characteristics, such as drop size, velocity
and the number of raindrops were measured with optical disdrometer (OTT Parsivel), which was
located at the rooftop of the building on the south part of the study plot at the height of 14.5 m, 50 m
from the nearest tree. The data of additional meteorological variables (wind speed and direction) were
obtained from the nearest Slovenian Environment Agency’s meteorological station Ljubljana-Bežigrad
(45.13◦ N, 14.52◦ E; 299 m a.s.l.).
2.3. Data Analysis Methods
For the analysis of the influence of rain event characteristics, rainfall interception (I) was calculated
from measured gross precipitation (P), throughfall (TF) and stemflow (SF) [14]:
I = P − TF − SF
The events were filtered prior the analysis due to clogging of the gauges during leaf fall or freezing.
Snow events were excluded from the analysis. Rainfall interception was considered as a ratio between
rainfall interception amount and the amount of gross rainfall (I/P).
Raw data, collected using a disdrometer, are assigned to one of the 1024 classes each minute.
Classes consist of various combinations of the drop diameter (between 0.312 and 24.5 mm) and velocity
(between 0.05 and 20.8 m/s). From the collected data, the median volume diameter (MVD) as a measure
of drop size was additionally calculated. MVD refers to the size of the drops, for which half of the volume
of the rainfall smaller in drops, and half of the volume is larger in drops, than the mean [49].
The influence of rain event characteristics on rainfall interception was analysed using the multiple
correspondence analysis (MCA). MCA is a multivariate statistical method used analogue to the principal
component analysis (PCA) for descriptive rather than quantitative variables. MCA can be used to
estimate relationships between the variables, characterize the individuals using the variables by
linking them together, and study the similarities between the individuals in multidimensional
space [42]. The similarity between the individuals is described by the distance between them, which is
calculated using the chi-square distance. It is expressed as reduction of inertia χ2 /n, where χ2
is the value of chi-squared test of independent variables and n is the number of the expected values [42].
Therefore, dimensions show the statistical inertia of a variable. The number of the dimensions
taken into account in the analysis can be selected using inertia-based scree plots or the “rule of
1” [50]. Due to a high-dimensional space, the cloud of the individuals cannot be visualized directly.
By maximizing the projected inertia, they are projected into lower dimensions. The quality of this fit is
measured by the percentage of inertia for each axis (ratio between the variability, explained by the map
and the total variability) [42]. Results of the MCA are presented on diagrams. The dimensions are
perpendicular to each other and independent, therefore each dimension has to be analyzed on its
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own. Dimensions are separated with lines, which can be interpreted as coordinate axes when dealing
with two dimensions. The proximity of the variables and their location according to the axes show
their interdependence. Shorter distances between the variables indicate a higher correspondence.
Additionally, variables located in the same domain (positive or negative, i.e., with the same sign) are
connected positively [40,42,50].
MCA was performed using the R package MASS [51] included in the R software [52]. As event
characteristics, we have taken into account the precipitation amount (Pa), duration (Pd) and intensity
(Pi), wind speed (Ws) and direction (Wd), raindrop size (MVD) and the number of raindrops (NrD).
The number of variables included in the MCA was reduced compared to the previous analyses using
regression trees and boosted regression trees [14]. The variables, which in previous analyses have
shown less impact on rainfall partitioning process (air temperature, relative humidity, duration of
dry period, and day or night time of the event occurrence), were excluded from the MCA analysis.
Furthermore, the initial MCA analysis also included the raindrop diameter and its velocity, but these
variables did not make any contribution to the explanation of the process. Therefore, the properties of
raindrops were described with MVD and NrD.
The numerical values of the variables were transformed into descriptive ones according
to the threshold values (Table 1). Threshold values of rainfall interception ratio to gross rainfall
(I/P) were defined as median values, i.e., 36% in case of birch tree (IB36) and 75% in case of pine
tree (IP75). The threshold values of event characteristics were initially also set as median values
of the sample and were then adjusted through the sensitivity analysis to capture the highest inertia of
two dimensions (Table 2). We used acronyms consisting of the variable, its threshold value and its
range in the MCA (Table 1). The analysis was divided into three parts, enabling us to take a closer look
at the influence of rainfall characteristics (Pa, Pd, Pi), wind characteristics (Wd, Ws), and raindrop
characteristics (MVD, NrD).
Table 1. Used acronyms of variables in MCA.
Variable’s Acronym

Threshold Value

Rainfall amount–Pa
Rainfall duration–Pd
Rainfall intensity–Pi
Wind speed–Ws
Wind direction–Wd
Median volume
diameter–MVD
Number of
raindrops-NrD

6 mm
4h
1.8 mm/h
1.3 m/s
S, N, E, W, SE, NE, SW, NW

Less than Threshold

More than Threshold

Pa6:0
Pa6:1
Pd4:0
Pd4:1
Pi1.8:0
Pi1.8:1
Ws1.3:0
Ws1.3:1
WdS/WdN/WdE/WdW/WdSE/WdNE/WdSW/WdNW

1.5 mm

MVD1.5:0

10,000/50,000/100,000

MVD1.5:1

NrD10:0/NrD10-50/NrD50-100/NrD100:1

Table 2. Threshold values of variables, considered for MCA. The bold values are the selected ones.
Pa (mm)

Pd (h)

Pi (mm/h)

Ws (m/s)

MVD (mm)

NrD

6
8
10
12
14

1.5
3
4
5.5
8

0.8
1.2
1.4
1.8
2.2

0.5
1
1.3
1.8
2

1
1.3
1.5
1.8
2

10,000
30,000
50,000
10,000, 100,000
10,000, 50,000, 100,000

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Rainfall Event Characteristics, Rainfall Interception, Throughfall, and Stemflow
In the measurement period from 1 January 2014 to 30 June 2017, in total, 4110 mm of rainfall was
delivered during 413 events. Due to technical problems with the disdrometer, only 176 events with
available complete data were considered for the analysis. The selected rainfall events accounted for
2050 mm of rainfall, with an average intensity of 2.8 mm/h (±6.4 mm/h) and an average duration of 8.3 h
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tree,However,
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relationships
(Figure
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the case
of the pine
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of
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(IP75:0)
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events,
delivering
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of rainfall (Pa6:1) with intensities larger than 1.8 mm/h (Pi1.8:1), regardless of the shorter duration
(Pd4:0). However, in the case of the birch tree, the decrease in rainfall interception ratio (IB36:0) can
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Figure 3. Diagram of MCA showing the influence of the rainfall amount (Pa), duration (Pd), and intensity
Figure 3. Diagram of MCA showing the influence of the rainfall amount (Pa), duration (Pd), and
(Pi) on rainfall interception by birch (IB) and pine (IP) trees.
intensity (Pi) on rainfall interception by birch (IB) and pine (IP) trees.

The distinct influence of the rainfall amount on rainfall interception was often observed
The distinct influence of the rainfall amount on rainfall interception was often observed in
in various studies, connecting the decrease of the interception ratio (I/P) with the increase
various studies, connecting the decrease of the interception ratio (I/P) with the increase in rainfall
in rainfall amount [12,14,22–24,30,36].
As intercepted rainfall is assumed to evaporate
amount [12,14,22–24,30,36]. As intercepted rainfall is assumed to evaporate from the canopies, this
from the canopies, this prominent influence of rainfall amount, considering the negligible influence
prominent influence of rainfall amount, considering the negligible influence of air humidity [14], can
of air humidity [14], can be explained by the splash droplet evaporation [53–55]. Larger rainfall
be explained by the splash droplet evaporation [53–55]. Larger rainfall amounts, with higher
amounts, with higher intensities, induce heavier splashes of raindrops upon reaching the canopy
intensities, induce heavier splashes of raindrops upon reaching the canopy surface. Consequently,
surface. Consequently, the evaporation of the so produced smaller drops is more efficient [53].
the evaporation of the so produced smaller drops is more efficient [53].
Selecting the threshold values of the variables, MCA was performed numerous times.
Selecting the threshold values of the variables, MCA was performed numerous times. When
When comparing the results of MCA, taking into account 10 mm of rainfall (median value) and 6 mm
comparing the results of MCA, taking into account 10 mm of rainfall (median value) and 6 mm of
of rainfall (selected value), the points presenting rainfall interception and rainfall amount got closer
rainfall (selected value), the points presenting rainfall interception and rainfall amount got closer
together, expressing a larger interdependence. Zabret et al. [14] used the same data, and analysed
together, expressing a larger interdependence. Zabret et al. [14] used the same data, and analysed
them with regression trees and boosted regression trees. Regression trees for rainfall interception (I/P)
them with regression trees and boosted regression trees. Regression trees for rainfall interception
showed the split value for the pine tree equal to a rainfall amount of 14.1 mm, while rainfall amount
(I/P) showed the split value for the pine tree equal to a rainfall amount of 14.1 mm, while rainfall
was the first node variable for the birch tree at a value of 3.1 mm. Comparing the threshold values for
amount was the first node variable for the birch tree at a value of 3.1 mm. Comparing the threshold
MCA, the chosen 6 mm better describes the initial value of interception expressed by the regression
values for MCA, the chosen 6 mm better describes the initial value of interception expressed by the
trees for birch and pine trees at the same time.
regression trees for birch and pine trees at the same time.
Wind characteristics were described by average event’s wind speed (Ws) and direction (Wd).
For wind speed, the threshold value of 1.3 m/s was selected (Ws1.3), whereas wind direction
was described by eight main directions (for example, south is WdS and north-west is WdNW).
The two-dimension diagram captured 73.0% of statistical inertia. In this case, Dimensions 1 and 2
showed the very interesting influence of wind speed and direction (Figure 4). The decrease in the rainfall
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interception ratio of both tree species can be seen in each dimension observed in two scenarios
(Figure 5). For wind speeds higher than 1.3 m/s (Ws1.3:1), the wind corridor seems to appear
from the south and south-west (WdS, WdSW) towards the north-east (WdNE). However, for lower
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whereas the number of raindrops was described by three thresholds, dividing this variable into four
classes (Table 3).

Figure 4. Diagram of MCA showing the influence of wind speed (Ws) and direction (Wd) on rainfall
Figure 4. Diagram of MCA showing the influence of wind speed (Ws) and direction (Wd) on rainfall
interception by birch (IB) and pine (IP) trees.
interception by birch (IB) and pine (IP) trees.
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Wind speed was often recognized as an influencing parameter in other studies [24,25,37,56]. An
Acronymrainfall with wind
NrD10:0
NrD10–50
NrD50–100
increase of intercepted
speed was shown
by Staelens et
al. [21] and ŠrajNrD100:1
et al. [24],
whereas
a decrease
in thePer
interception
ratio
(increase of
throughfall ratio)
with wind speed
was, for
Number
of Raindrops
Class
<10,000
10,000–50,000
50,001–100,000
>100,000
example, observed by Xiao et al. [12], Van Stan et al. [25] and Iida et al. [56]. Different responses were
assigned to the different vegetation characteristics of the observed trees and their location [14].
The two-dimension MCA covered 82.1% of statistical inertia and, in both directions
However, further analysis with MCA offers a new insight into the relationship between interception
characterized the number of raindrops as the more influential variable (Figure 6). The results
and combination of wind conditions, also highlighting the wind direction.
in Dimension 1 show a decrease in the rainfall interception ratio (IB36:0 and IP75:0) for larger raindrops
As the rainfall event characteristics, the properties of raindrops were also included in the
(MVD1.5:1) and their number of more than 50,000. According to Dimension 2, the response of the tree
analysis, taking into account the number of raindrops (NrD) and their median volume diameter
species may differ according to the size of the raindrops. Interception ratio (I/P) by the birch tree
(MVD) as the descriptor of the raindrop size. The selected threshold value for MVD was 1.5 mm
decreases, regardless of the large number of small raindrops (MVD1.5:0), and increases for the small
(MVD1.5), whereas the number of raindrops was described by three thresholds, dividing this variable
number (NrD10:0) of large raindrops (MVD1.5:1). However, in the case of the pine tree, the small
into four classes (Table 3).
number (NrD10:0) of large raindrops (MVD1.5:1) decreased the interception ratio, whereas it increased
it for smaller raindrops (MVD1.5:0) regardless of their number.
Table 3. Acronyms and threshold values for the variable “number of drops (NrD)”.
A different response of the tree species to the drop size distribution was also observed in other
Acronym
NrD100:1
studies [3,27,31,57].
When analysingNrD10:0
throughfall NrD10–50
dynamics at theNrD50–100
event level under
the observed
trees
[3], throughfall
under
pine tree
immediately
increased50,001–100,000
with larger and>100,000
faster raindrops,
Number
of Raindrops
Perthe
Class
<10,000
10,000–50,000
which corresponds to the increase in pine’s interception ratio (I/P) with smaller raindrops (MVD).
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are supported
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4. Conclusions
A different response of the tree species to the drop size distribution was also observed in other
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interception
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(birch)dynamics
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studies
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analysis
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were rainfall
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with event
smaller
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These
amount,
duration
and
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wind
speed
and
direction,
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size
described
results are supported also by the studies of Calder [58] and Hall [59]. However, birch tree interception
by MVDusing
and the
numbertrees
of raindrops).
confirmed
some ofraindrops
the well-known
and
analysis
regression
suggested MCA
the opposite,
as smaller
decrease
theexpected
rainfall
relationshipsratio
between
interception
and meteorological variables, validated the results of
interception
of the rainfall
birch tree
[14].
previous
analysesof
from
the same
study
and indicated
some new
insights.
The number
raindrops
was
alsoplot
recognized
as a variable
with
a high influence in previous
Once
again,
the MCAthe
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theamount
influence
thenumber
rainfall of
amount
the number
of raindrops
studies
[14,27].
However,
rainfall
andofthe
dropsand
are strongly
correlated
with
on
rainfall
interception
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A
larger
rainfall
amount
and
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the
rainfall
a correlation coefficient of 0.82. Zabret et al. [14] have taken into account this relationship and
interception
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ratio. However,
combined
influence
of other probably
event characteristics
concluded
that
these rainfall
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influence the
rainfall
interception
differently,
due to the
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especially
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butAdditionally,
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as in the case of wind conditions or drop size distribution.
The presented analysis is an example of the application of MCA in hydrology. We demonstrated
4. Conclusions
that upgrading the statistical analysis of large databases, collected during long periods of measurements,
Rainfall interception by deciduous (birch) and coniferous (pine) tree species, located in an urban
with additional statistical methods from other research fields, is useful. It can support the existing
area, in accordance to influencing meteorological variables, was analysed using the multiple
knowledge and predictions based on simpler data analyses, and offer a new insight into natural process.
correspondence analysis (MCA). The variables describing rainfall event characteristics were rainfall
amount,
duration andK.Z.
intensity,
speed
and direction,
and raindrop
properties
(drop size
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expected
relationships between rainfall interception and meteorological variables, validated the
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results of previous analyses from the same study plot and indicated some new insights.
Once again, the MCA stressed the influence of the rainfall amount and the number of raindrops
on rainfall interception ratio (I/P). A larger rainfall amount and more raindrops decrease the rainfall
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